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This study investigated the efficacy of training a complex skill within an immersive virtual
environment. We constructed a sensorimotor workstation task and trained participants to
operate it with either a non-interactive (text, video) method or with a virtual equivalent of the
workstation. Our results indicate that virtual reality trained participants had significantly
higher accuracy and produced fewer timeouts in the workstation task than those trained
using non-interactive methods, demonstrating a successful transfer of skills between
virtual reality and the real world. Further, comparing younger and older adults in their
performance, we found that older adults did not differ in their ability to benefit from virtual
reality training, and that the extent of this benefit was not significantly affected by existing
cognitive deficits (as measured using the Operation Span and AX-Continuous
Performance tasks). These findings suggest that virtual reality technologies can find
application in a wide range of skill training contexts and across diverse age groups.
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INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality (VR) has long been used as a platform for skill training. The most notable and widely
implemented example is likely the use of flight simulators for pilot training, with favorable evidence
as to its efficacy (for meta-analysis see: Hays, Jacobs, Prince, and Salas, 1992). More recently, the use
of VR for laparoscopic training has seen wide adoption and study, with a growing body of evidence
for its ability to lower error rates and operating times for novice surgeons as well as its significant
advantages over video-based training (Gurusamy et al., 2008; Nagendran et al., 2013; Alaker et al.,
2016). Virtual reality-based training is also increasingly present in industry fields, such as for mining
operations (Stothard et al., 2015) and manufacturing procedures (Gavish, et al., 2015; Westerfield
et al., 2015).

Based on the yet limited empirical evidence, it appears that virtual reality can be used to
successfully teach individuals tasks that are demanding of both manual and cognitive abilities.
Further, past research (such as that cited above) also suggests that virtual reality training is as or more
effective than more traditional training methods, ranging from training manuals to hands-on
practice. This factor is of special importance, as it means that skills which typically imply some level
of threat to the trainee or subject can be trained in a risk-free environment. Coupled with the
practicality of being able to deploy virtual reality solutions almost anywhere, it seems likely that VR
will continue to increase its adoption rate as the technology matures and solutions become more
affordable.
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Despite its promise, there is currently very little empirical data
on just how generally and widely virtual reality can be
implemented in the training of complex skills. One known
barrier to the implementation of any learning or training
paradigm is that of transfer, or the ability for improvements in
one domain to be reflected in other domains. It is generally held
that training in a task will improve performance at that task (and
other nearly identical tasks), but that these improvements
typically do not carry over to other related tasks (Stine-
Morrow and Basak, 2011; Noack et al., 2014; Simons et al.,
2016). In the case of virtual reality as a training medium,
some work has already been done to describe the types of
transfer that can be elicited in virtual environments, and the
conditions that promote it (Bossard et al., 2008; Buhr et al., 2019).
However, experimental data is mostly limited to the previously
described contexts of laparoscopic surgery (for study of transfer
in this context see: Lehmann et al., 2005) and flight simulation,
with sparse and mixed evidence in other domains (e.g. Rose et al.,
2000; Gavish, et al., 2015).

A second possible barrier to the mass adoption of VR
technology for skill training may also be the limited
knowledge of how the use of such methods interacts with age.
Given the rapidly aging populations of most industrialized
nations (e.g. in the European Union, 28.5% of the population
is expected to be over the age of 65 within the next 3 decades:
Eurostat, 2019), it is inevitable that older adults will come into
contact with VR technology. This is particularly likely in the form
of job retraining, as the workforce adapts to the inevitable loss of
historically prevalent jobs to automation (Czaja and Sharit, 2009;
Campos et al., 2020). As such, the question of how well older
adults can adapt to such technologies is highly relevant.

It is well known that cognitive abilities decline with age,
beginning as soon as the early 20s (Salthouse, 2004). This is
seen in a linear decline in processing speed with age, and an
increasing curvilinear decline in memory and reasoning abilities
(Salthouse, 2019). However, cognitive aging is also accompanied
by a shift from direct novel information processing strategies to
those relying more heavily on available knowledge (Jones and
Conrad, 1933). This has been suggested as a natural
compensatory mechanism to aging (Kanfer and Ackerman,
2004), and may help to explain the frequent lack of
accompanying decreases in real-world accomplishment or
competency (Salthouse, 2010).

Although there are multiple models explaining the process of
cognitive aging (for overview see: Anderson and Craik, 2017), one
that seems most relevant in the case of virtual reality applications
is the Context Processing Theory of Cognitive Control (Braver
et al., 2001). The authors posit that impairments to the ability to
process context, i.e. “any task-relevant information that is
internally represented in such a form that it can bias
processing in the pathways responsible for performance”, play
a central role in explaining the cognitive declines that come with
age. In other words, older adults struggle with maintaining task
relevant information (context) in their working memory, and this
explains many of the deficits seen in different aspects of cognitive
control. At the same time, there are studies showing that older
adults perform significantly better at tasks when they are

conducted within ecological/naturalistic contexts, i.e. those
they were more familiar with (Garden et al., 2001; Henry
et al., 2004; Bordin et al., 2006).

Considering these factors, it is unclear if the efficacy of VR-
based skill training is equivalent across age groups. On the one
hand, VR provides greatly improved ecological validity over
traditional mediums such as manuals and video-based
instructions. The possibility of creating training environments
that are virtually identical to real-world equivalents is a seemingly
positive facet when considering the benefits of familiarity to older
adult performance. Further, a high degree of similarity between
training and task environment is considered by some theories of
transfer to be the fundamental basis for successful transfer
(Thorndike’s theory of transfer by identical elements:
Thorndike, 1906). On the other hand, older adults are unlikely
to have had any previous experience with virtual reality. This adds
an additional layer of difficulty to the experience in the form of an
unfamiliar medium and interface. In older adults with context
processing deficits, this factor may lead to the further constraint
of already limited cognitive resources, which in turn can
exacerbate existing deficits.

We were unable to identify any research comparing the
relative effectiveness of VR-based skill training on real-world
performance between younger and older adults. Most research
involving older adults and VR is focused on its use in various
forms of rehabilitation (Optale et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2016;
Micarelli et al., 2019) and in improving physical health (for
review see: Molina et al., 2014). One study was also able to
demonstrate the transfer of improvements in attentional control
training to performance in a VR “virtual car ride” in older adults
(Bier et al., 2018), which offers some evidence that older adults are
able to carry over real-world abilities into the context of complex
tasks in virtual reality. This is a promising result, as transfer of
training gains has previously been reported as reduced in older
adults when compared to younger adults (at least in the case of
working memory training: Brehmer et al., 2012; Zinke et al.,
2014). Further, studies of the feasibility of using VR technology in
populations of older adults generally indicate that older adults
tolerate the use of head-mounted displays well, report minimal
cybersickness, and tend to report positive attitudes towards VR
technology after experiencing it (Appel et al., 2019; Huygelier
et al., 2019).

The paucity of available data on how the efficacy of VR
training solutions is affected by age motivated us to design an
experiment in which the performance of younger and older adults
in a real-world task is measured after undergoing training in
either an immersive virtual reality (IVR) version of the task or
after training using non-interactive methods (multimedia,
written materials). Further, as the experimental evidence for
transfer between virtual tasks and real-world tasks is still very
limited, our experiment also serves to test the extent to which
skills learned in an IVR training can transfer into an analogous
real-world task. Based on the principle of identical elements in
theories of transfer and previous (albeit limited) research, we
expect to find a significant advantage in the training efficacy of
IVR when compared to non-interactive media. In the case of
older adults, given the suspected crucial role of context processing
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deficits in the manifestation of age-related cognitive decline, we
expect to find that older adults will see the same relative benefit of
IVR training over non-interactive training after accounting for
context processing and working memory performance.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Participants
One hundred eighteen participants (69 women) took part in this
experiment. Participants were divided into two groups based on
age: younger adults (n � 60,M � 23.95, SD � 2.71, Min � 20, Max
� 30) and older adults (n � 58, M � 59.05, SD � 5.82, Min � 50,
Max � 77). Additionally, participants were randomly assigned to
one of two training groups: the non-interactive methods group,
which consisted of a manual and training video, and the IVR
training group, which consisted of a virtual simulation of the real-
world task. All participants had good or corrected vision.
Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to
the study, and 120 PLN compensation (approx. 30 USD) was paid
upon study completion. The study plan received ethical
committee approval from the local ethics committee.

Cognitive Tasks and Questionnaires
The well-known Automated Operation Span task (Unsworth
et al., 2005) was used to obtain measures of working memory
performance, and the AX Continuous Performance Test (Rush
et al., 2006) was used to measure the context processing abilities
of participants (see Supplementary materials for full task
descriptions). All older adults were screened using the Mini-
Mental State Examination (Folstein et al., 1975). Prior to the
experiment, all participants reported a simple yes/no answer to
whether they had any previous experience with virtual reality.
After the training, we tested the recall of participants by asking

them questions about the number of objects and the functions of
the workstation screens and buttons. The Simulator Sickness
Questionnaire (Kennedy et al., 1993) was applied to participants
in the IVR training groups. Finally, after the real-world task
execution, participants were given the Training and Work
assessment questionnaire which asked about the subjectively
perceived level of control over the task, self-assessment of
performance, received training impact, and the quality of
training materials.

Real-World Task
The task being trained in the reported study was comprised of two
interconnected subtasks. The primary task was inspired by an
electronic assembly task used in previous VR training studies
(Gavish et al., 2015; Westerfield et al., 2015) and the "Symbol
Digit Substitution Test" (Thorndike, 1919), which is broadly used
in cognitive psychology to measure processing speed ability.
Participants were asked to match three-dimensional (3D
printed) simple geometric objects to the correct slots on a 3
by 3matrix, while simultaneously maintaining the level of a gauge
by pressing a button (see Figure 1). Eight objects in total were
used, differing in shape and color. The distribution of objects was
initially randomly assigned for each trial, and then these trials and
their compositions were fixed across participants. Six blocks of
five trials were administered, with each consecutive block
representing a higher difficulty level. The difficulty was varied
by manipulating object load (i.e. number of objects to place), with
possible loads of four to nine objects (see Supplementary
Material for more details). Participants had up to 10 s to place
each object and were informed that they were not being judged on
their speed, so long as the task was completed within the limit. At
the same time, they needed to constantly respond to the
secondary task by pressing a button to keep a gauge at an
optimal level (see Supplementary Figure S2 for depiction). If

FIGURE 1 | Sample setup of the task. Object matrix in the center. Monitor on left displays the secondary task, monitor on right the remaining time or object mapping
on request. The button on left corrects secondary task position, middle button ends/begins the trial, and right button displays object-slot mapping.
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the gauge reached its minimum or maximum, the trial was
considered a timeout. The primary performance metrics in
this task are the number of correctly placed objects within a
given load level (accuracy) and the number of secondary task
timeouts. We also measures the completion time for each trial,
though this was not a performance metric and instead serves as a
behavioral descriptive.

Training Procedures
The non-interactive approach to training that we set to emulate
consisted of a training video guiding the viewer through the
elements of the workstation and procedures, accompanied by a 4-

page long paper brochure repeating in a large extent the
information presented in video form. Participants were
encouraged to take their time, but could not spend longer
than 20 min in total viewing the materials. The video material
was presented on the 17-inch laptop screen. No audio track was
played, as instructions were presented in the form of captions.
The brochure was printed with color images.

The IVR based training was built around the concept of a
hands-on approach, encouraging participants to perform the task
virtually before the real-world test. The simulation environment
and the task elements were created based on 3D scans of the
physical elements and 3D computer models prepared previously

FIGURE 2 | Virtual training environment. The elements of the workstation are labeled. Hand avatars are visible in the foreground.

FIGURE 3 | Behavioral results in real-world task across IVR and non-interactive training groups.
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for printing (see Figure 2). Before training commenced,
participants went through technical setup (mounting and
adjusting head and hands interface devices) and a 5-min
procedure introducing them to functioning in a simulated
environment. The training itself guided participants through
the individual elements of the workstation, demonstrated their
functionality, and ended with a free training session with all
elements of the workstation. Participants were again encouraged
to take their time, but the whole IVR simulation session lasted no
longer than 20 min in total. The environment was created using
the Unity 3D real-time graphics engine, presented via a Head
Mounted Display (SONY HMZ-T3), and interfaced using
custom-made data gloves. No audio track was played, but
instructions were presented in the form of slides on a
projector screen within the virtual environment.

Experiment Procedure
The experimental procedure took on average two and a half hours to
complete, and consisted of the following stages: 1) basic
questionnaire, 2) MMSE administration, 3) cognitive tests
administration (AX-CPT, OSPAN), 4) mandatory 15-min break,
5) non-interactive or IVR training, 6) post-training test of knowledge
and SSQ (in case of IVR training), and 7) real-world task execution.
After completion of the study, participants were asked about their
experience and afforded a place to rest before leaving.

RESULTS

Questionnaires Data. All older participants scored at least 21
points (out of 30 possible) on the MMSE (M � 22.87, SD � 1.12),
with no significant difference between older adults in the two
training groups (p � 0.563). One-way ANOVA comparing the
four groups (Non-Interactive/IVR x Younger/Older adults) on
total SSQ score indicated no significant effect of group (M �

340.17, SD � 333.48), p � 0.507. A Kruskal-Wallis test of self-
report VR experience data indicated no significant differences
between groups (p � 0.068).

Cognitive Data. Impaired context processing is primarily
reflected in the AX-CPT task by accuracy on AY trials, or
trials in which the cue A is followed by a non-target letter.
Older adults display a counterintuitive decrease in errors on
such trials (Rush et al., 2006), theoretically because the
impairment of context processing leads to degradation of
the response cue (here the letter A), which in turn makes
them less likely to false alarm. Unexpectedly, independent
samples t-test comparison of our older and younger adults
indicated no significant difference in accuracy on AY trials
(Younger Adults: M � 85.02%, SD � 12.92; Older Adults: M �
87.64%, SD � 12.41), t(113) � -1.10, p � 0.270. As for working
memory capacity (OSPAN task), the expected group
differences were found to be significant: t(99) � 8.06, p <
0.001. Younger adults had significantly higher working
memory capacity (M � 42.23, SD � 16.72) than did older
adults (M � 17.80, SD � 13.42).

Real Task Data. The following behavioral indicators were
extracted from the real-world performance task: number of
correctly placed objects, trial completion time (average
number of seconds needed to complete a block of trials),
and the number of secondary task timeouts. Results from
the post-training test of knowledge were also included in
this analysis.

A RM ANOVA (Greenhouse-Geisser corrected where
necessary) was conducted on the average number of correctly
placed objects, with difficulty level (1–6) as a within-subjects
factor. Training Type (Traditional vs. Virtual Reality) and Age
Group (Younger Adults, Older Adults) were the between subject
factors. The between-subject comparisons indicated a significant
overall effect of Training Type [F(1, 104) � 5.40, p � 0.022, ηp

2 �
0.049), a significant overall effect of Age Group [F(1,104) � 21.21,

FIGURE 4 | Behavioral results in real-world task across younger and older adult groups.
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p < 0.001, ηp
2 � 0.169, and no significant Training Type x Age

Group interaction (p � 0.069). The non-interactive training
approach resulted in significantly lower task accuracy than did
the virtual reality training (see Figure 3), and younger adults
performed significantly better than older adults (see Figure 4).
The trend-level Training Type x Age Group interaction indicates
that older adults benefited more from IVR training than did
younger adults (see Supplementary Figure S5). Although there
was an expected main effect of difficulty level [F(5, 434.03, p <
0.001, ηp

2 � 0.883), this factor did not interact with Training Type
(p � 0.260) or Age Group (p � 0.789), and there was no significant
three-way interaction (p � 0.756).

The same analysis was conducted for data on trial time
completion. On the between-subject level, there was a
significant overall effect of both Training Type [F(1, 114) �
6.73, p � 0.011, ηp

2 � 0.056] and Age Group [F(1, 114) �
110.37, p < 0.001, ηp

2 � 0.492], with no Training Type x Age
Group interaction (p � 0.814). The non-interactive training
approach resulted in significantly lower task completion time
than did the virtual reality training, and younger adults
performed significantly faster than older adults. Difficulty
again showed an expected main affect, with more difficult
trials taking more time to complete: F(3.96, 452.40) � 62.36,
p < 0.001, ηp

2 � 0.354. There was no Difficulty x Training Type
interaction (p � 0.304), though Difficulty did interact with Age
Group significantly: F(3.96, 452.40) � 3.25, p � 0.012, ηp

2 � 0.028.
This interaction was not based on differences in group
performance, and instead consisted of differences in
comparisons of difficulty levels within each group. The three-
way interaction was non-significant (p � 0.377).

Due to the generally low number of timeouts caused by the
secondary task, we decided to sum them across all of the trials
into a single variable. Univariate ANOVA revealed the
significant effects of both Training Type [F(1, 114) � 7.39,
p � 0.008, ηp

2 � 0.061] and Age Group [F(1, 114) � 17.87,
p < 0.001, ηp

2 � 0.136], with no Training Type x Age Group
interaction (p � 0.067). IVR trained participants had
significantly fewer timeouts than did non-interactive trained
participants, and younger adults had significantly fewer
timeouts than did older adults. Our test of task knowledge
results were analyzed using the model, again resulting in
significant main effects of Training Type [F(1, 114) � 5.49,
p � 0.021, ηp

2 � 0.046] and Age Group [F(1, 114) � 14.60, p <
0.001, ηp

2 � 0.114], and no Training Type x Age Group
interaction (p � 0.923). IVR trained participants scored
significantly higher on the test of knowledge than did non-
interactive trained participants (87.63% vs 77.50%,
respectively), and younger adults scored significantly higher
than did older adults (90.83% vs 74.30%, respectively).

Finally, we repeated the four above analyses while controlling
for the factors of context processing performance and working
memory capacity. Neither factor was a significant predictor of any
of the tested dependent variables. Further, this inclusion did not
change the significance of any of the Training Type x Age Group
interactions. However, in the case of the average number of
correctly placed objects, the main effect of Training Type
became non-significant (p � 0.095).

DISCUSSION

The results of our experiment provide empirical evidence for the
successful transfer of complex skills learned in an immersive
virtual reality training to an analogous real-word task.
Participants trained in IVR achieved higher accuracy rates and
fewer timeouts at the real “assembly” task than participants
trained using non-interactive methods. Further, they were
significantly more knowledgeable about the task immediately
after training. This finding is expected given the hypothetical
dependence of learning transfer on the similarity between the
trained task and the actual task, and the properties of the
immersive virtual training used here.

However, such near-transfer has only rarely been
demonstrated experimentally. Our results are in line with
those reported by Rose et al. (2000) in a non-immersive
virtual training of a simple sensorimotor task, where skills
trained solely in virtual reality task carried over into the real
version of that task. The conditions of the experiment itself are
most closely matched by the research of Gavish et al. (2015), in
which post-training performance on a real maintenance and
assembly task was compared after undergoing either VR
training or a film demonstration control condition. In contrast
to our study, they were unable to find significant performance
differences between such conditions.

One unexpected result is that IVR trained participants had longer
completion times than the non-interactive group. Previous research
has found that VR training of other complex tasks (e.g. Torkington
et al., 2001) can result in increased movement speed and greater
efficiency. It is apparent from the object placing accuracy data that
the task we used was not particularly challenging to our participants,
and it seems to be the case that IVR-trained participants were better
able to fully utilize their time to increase task accuracy (while
maintaining lower rates of timeouts). Our participants were only
informed of a 10 s time limit for placing each object; there was no
benefit to placing the object significantly faster.

There were several promising findings regarding our different
age groups. First of all, our data show no evidence that younger
and older adults significantly differed in their ability to benefit
from IVR training in comparison to non-interactive training, as
demonstrated by the lack of training type x age group interactions
in our analyses. Both age groups benefited significantly more
from IVR training in their later behavioral performance and in
terms of task knowledge. Furthermore, older adults reported
similar levels of simulator sickness symptoms to that of
younger adults, though it should be mentioned that the overall
duration of exposure was quite short (<20 min). Despite the
younger adults broadly outperforming the older adults in real
task performance, as is expected given the effects of cognitive
aging (Salthouse, 2004), it seems that age did not play a strong
role in determining the efficacy of IVR training.

We were surprised to find that our expectation of older adults
gaining similar benefit from IVR training as younger adults held
even without adjusting for context processing or working
memory capacity, both of which are hallmarks of cognitive
aging (Braver et al., 2001; Braver and West, 2008). The
working memory results are typical in that older adults have
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significantly lower capacity than younger adults, but no
significant differences were found in context processing as
measured by the AX-CPT. Older adults did have slightly
higher accuracy on the representative trials (AY), which
would be expected in the case of deficient context processing,
but not of the scale found in other studies (e.g. Braver and West,
2008). It may be the case that the task was not difficult enough to
strain older participants to an extent that would elicit deficits
related to working memory and context processing. However, it
should be noted that the main effect of training type (for
placement data) became non-significant after correcting for
those two factors, which suggests that at least some of the
benefit derived from IVR training is related to working
memory/context processing ability.

In conclusion, our study shows that IVR training of a complex
skill can transfer into a real-world analog, is significantly more
effective than video and text-based methods, and can be equally
beneficial to both younger and older adults. The latter result is the
first comparison of its kind in the current context, and the former
two add experimental evidence to a sparse and mixed literature.
Together, these results offer a novel experimental contribution to
the study IVR-based learning methods. Both age groups were able
to adapt to the IVR interface given a short introduction and both
groups reported similar levels of simulator sickness,
demonstrating that older adults are capable of significant
learning even in completely new contexts and through
previously unknown interfaces. Further, we did not find any
direct evidence that the effectiveness of IVR training was related
to the levels of working memory/context processing in our
participants. One flaw of our study is the lack of a real-task
training group, which would provide the best test of equivalence
between VR and real-world training.We encourage future studies
to include such control groups where feasible.
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